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“Greater love has no one than this, that he lay down his life for his friends.” Jn 15:13

Special Report: Israel at WAR!
October 7th was the single worst massacre of Jews since the
Holocaust, and yet the utter barbarism and brutality of that day
has faded from the headlines. Ironically, worldwide protests are
against Israel and for the Hamas terrorists. How can that be? 
When it was Israelis who were the victims that were grotesquely
tortured, kidnapped and killed. At least 1,400 Israelis, including
over 1,000 civilians, were murdered and over 4,800 wounded, in
addition to at least 245 Israelis who were abducted! This war
began when approximately 3,000 Hamas terrorists broke through
Israel’s security fence at the Gaza Strip border and launched a surprise attack, taking control of several Israeli 
towns and attacking a music festival on a Jewish sabbath and a holiday on October 7th. 

During the massacre, the terrorists tortured, raped, shot, beheaded, and burned 
their victims alive, murdering entire families and leaving many children without
parents. Hamas terrorists also fired at least 5,000 rockets at Israeli population 
centers. In response, Israel launched Operation Iron Swords to counter the 
Hamas terror threat. Hezbollah terrorists in Lebanon joined Hamas’ terror war the 
following day, attacking Israel from the north with rocket launches and shootings 
from Lebanon. Israel will make sure that never again will children, elderly people, 
women and men be tortured, kidnapped and murdered, because Hamas will never 

have the capability to do so. Because if they could they would! The same NAZI spirit would not be satisfied until 
Israel disappears from the map and every Jew has been slaughtered!

Biblical teacher and Messianic Jew, Amir Tsarfati said,
Jesus said to love our enemies, right? So shouldn’t Israel forgive and forget and ‘turn the other cheek’? There is
no Biblical passage telling a nation to forgive. In fact, according to Romans 13, the government is used by 
God as his weapon against evil. Israel is that weapon to eradicate the demonic terrorists who did such sadistic,
vile and malicious crimes against innocent civilians!  

Second, we as believers, have a God-given responsibility to protect innocent people! If a rabid dog was going 
to attack my little girl, it’s my responsibility to protect her by any means necessary. Israel’s Defense of Land, #1860

Benjamin Netanyahu said, “According to scripture, there’s a time for peace and a time for WAR!” Ecc 3

Antisemitism and Islamic Jihad are not remaining in the Middle East. This is a global war.
Israel is just one battleground. Hamas hides their headquarters under hospitals in tunnels. If
you hide behind a civilian, you are the person responsible for the death of that civilian. And
that's what Hamas does. Hamas located its military headquarters under a hospital. If Israel
didn’t care about civilian causalities, they would have bombed that hospital. But instead, they
warned civilians to get out of harms way. That’s the difference between Israel and Hamas. Israel
tries to save civilians while Hamas targets innocent civilians and even their own civilians,
shooting those who try to leave, so they can use them as human shields. Hamas is responsible for their deaths but 
uses their bodies as propaganda to show how ‘ruthless’ Israelis are. Israel’s Defense of Their Land, part 1  #1860
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But when Israel used tanks to let the civilians escape, at least half of their human shields escaped! IDF has exposed
the terrorists in their tunnels without their shields and they will be eliminated. Palestine has had billions of dollars 
given for humanitarian aid. Where have all those billions of dollars gone? First to Hamas leaders like Hamas 
deputy chairman who is worth $3 billion. The former chairman is worth $4 billion and the current chairman is 
worth $4 billion. They have had lavish estates in Turkey and Qatar. But now President Erdogan of Turkey is 
done with Hamas. No more. He ousted them! These terrorist tunnels are an intricate, multi-level system of 2300 
tunnels stretching over 300 miles and over 229 feet deep. The flaw in their tunnel system is that it needs gasoline 
for its generators. Without gas to run the generators, there would be no air to breathe and the terrorists would be 
forced to scurry out of their hell holes where they would surrender or be killed.

Evil Attack on Israel #1856
Gaza was given by Israel in exchange for peace years ago. Gaza could have been a beautiful Mediterranean tourist
attraction with beach front cafes and seaside villas instead of a war zone. More than 1500 Israelis were murdered 
and others kidnapped, tortured and killed.  Like cowards, they targeted children, women and elderly people. There 
were so many babies and children beheaded that pathologists had a hard time sorting through the 1,500 bodies of 
dead Israelis to try to match heads with bodies and body parts.  Amir Tsarfati says the high technology and 
sophisticated training had to come from Russia and Iran. David Rubin, author of Confronting Radicals, says his 3 
year-old was shot in the neck by Muslim terrorists. 

Israel’s Defense of Their Land
parts 1 & 2 #1860 & 1861

Israel was massacred, yet protestors support the Hamas terrorists. It’s so ironic, that people are protesting, not 
against Hamas, but against their victims Jews. Amir Tsarfati, was born in Israel, lives in Israel, served in the IDF 
as a major and is the author of The Last Hours. It’s a lie that Israel is occupying
Palestinian land. The opposite is true. Palestine has never been a nation, but the
name was given to Israel by the Emperor Hadrian who wanted to punish Israel by
renaming it Palestine after their enemy – the Philistines. There was never a
Palestinian nation, no Palestinian government, no Palestinian currency, no
Palestinian language—nothing. Israel is just 0.2% (2 tenths of 1%) of the Middle
Eastern land, yet the other Arab nations can’t assimilate the ‘Palestinian Arabs’.

It’s not about ‘Palestinian’ land, nor poverty nor oppression. It’s a religious war
from Satan against God infused into the religion of Islam to annihilate God’s chosen people. People can do 
incredibly horrendously cruel things to other people, but this Hamas massacre went way beyond human 
imagination to the level of HATE only DEMONS have. The terrorists were like demons from HELL!

Israeli search teams found a family in their home where the father’s eye had been gouged out, the mother’s breast 
had been cut off, the 5 year-old girl’s foot had been cut off, the 7 year-old boy’s fingers were cut off and while 
there were bleeding to death the terrorists started eating lunch, watching them scream in pain. Then they burned 
them all alive. A one month old baby was put into the kitchen oven and the terrorist turned it on broil forcing the 
parents to watch their baby being burned alive. Israel’s Defense of Their Land, parts 1 & 2 #1860 & 1861

Amir Tsarfati said, “The grand plan was for a simultaneous attack from all sides of Israel to overwhelm their 
defenses, but Hamas ‘jumped the gun’ and went in before their counterparts knew about it.  It was a miracle that 
Hamas did not coordinate with their counterparts to create a ‘ring of fire’ around Israel to overwhelm their 
defense systems, and their Iron Dome, and utterly destroy Israel. 

But God protected Israel just as He did America on 911 that could have been far worse. Israel was struck but not 
destroyed. Israel’s loss of 1400 people is proportional to America’s population of losing 50,000 people on 911 and
not the 3000 that were lost.”

People calling for a ‘cease fire’ to stop the violence is like asking America to stop any counter attack on Japan 
after the bombing of Pearl Harbor. Or asking us to make peace with the Jihadists who destroyed the towers and 
killed 3000 people after 911! Prime Minister Netanyahu said a ceasefire is a surrender to the terrorists. Yet this 
has been the pattern. They commit unthinkable atrocities, then hide behind schools and hospitals while calling for
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economy to determine who can buy or sell as prophesied in Revelation 13. He couldn’t hire enough humans to 
do that but AI will do that. AI is essential for the anti-Christ to know who has the mark of the Beast.  

part 1, 1850part 1, 1850

Anyone familiar with Germany in the 1930s should be alarmed at what’s happening in America today. 
The same demonic tactics that deceived the German people in Hitler’s day are being applied to deceive this nation 
today. Klaus Schwab, the founder of the World Economic Forum, grew up in Hitler’s world and wants to 
complete the work his father, Eugen Schwab, began and to subjugate the world into a tyrannical regime like the 
Third Reich started. Schwab’s dad was a friend of Adolph Hitler and worked for a company that produced 
enriched uranium for the Nazis' atomic bomb making process. BRAIN CHIPS & THE 4TH REICH, part 1

The Great Reset means the destruction of our economy in order to remake it according to the Fourth Reich!

Klaus Schwab’s plan for the world is to do what Hitler wanted to do in his Third Reich, but instead of calling it 
the Third Reich, Klaus cleverly calls it the ‘Fourth Industrial Revolution’ or the Great Reset. His vision for the 
planet is to be cashless and everyone will be micro chipped. 

Evil likes to brag
Klaus Schwab gave away his diabolic plan in a video in 2016 when he admits on camera, “In 10 years everyone 
will have a chip implanted in their brains.” Why would anyone want a microchip in their brain? Why would 
anyone want to have their brain be connected to the Internet?  

Neuralink
1. Elon Musk’s Neuralink is developing brain chips to give ‘paraplegics their limbs back’; to reduce Parkinson's
disease symptoms, and reduce tremors. Neuralink has gained approval from the Food and Drug Administration
to begin trials to implant brain chips into human brains. Neuralink's goal is to enable a person with paralysis to
use a computer with their brain activity alone. Musk said, “I could have a Neuralink device implanted right now,
and you wouldn’t know it.” Neuralink will enable people to replay memories long forgotten.

Paradromics
2. This technology may seem like science fiction but it's already happening. More than 150,000 people living in
the United States have a type of brain implant called deep brain stimulators used to treat tremors caused by
movement disorders such as Parkinson's, said Matt Angle, the CEO who founded Paradromics in 2015.

People will want a brain chip implanted in their brain to eliminate keyboards and eliminate computers, to send 
emails with just their thoughts, to learn new languages even speak foreign languages, as you think in English, the 
foreign words come to your mind through the chip, so you could speak in Spanish, French or German. Brain chips 
could eliminate cell phones as people communicate mind-to-mind. Once brain chips are started, it will be as 
common as getting a cell phone. Implanting chips would be a 15- minute outpatient procedure with no pain.  

It’s easier and less painful than getting a tattoo. BRAIN CHIPS & THE 4TH REICH, part 1

Easily pass all tests and instantly get a college education without going to college!
Brain chips will enable a person to drive a car or fly an airplane with just their thoughts that go from their brain 
to the computer in their car. A student could pass all kinds of tests and instantly qualify for a certificate or a 
college education without going to college. A computer implanted in your brain could erase unwanted memories 
that haunt soldiers with PTSD. Depressive thoughts could be deleted from memory. Bad dreams could be replaced 
with vivid happy colorful dreams! Children who have been ‘chipped’ will excel with instant recall to answers on 
tests while other children without chips will be left behind and put into slower categories and become part of the 

labor class. ‘Chipped children’ can write essays and even whole books using such 
sources as ChatGBT. ChatGBT is an AI-powered website that perfectly mimics human-
like writing and can be used for translating foreign languages instantly. But it’s all based 
on A.I. In fact, this newsletter has been written entirely by AI. No, just kidding.  

Cyborg soldiers
Cyborg soldiers have both organic and bio-mechatronic body parts that could be 
genetically engineered to run faster, shoot better to become super soldiers! who can go 

days without food or sleep. These super soldiers would be like a drone. A remote controlled soldier who obeys 
every order including kill fellow Americans! This trans-human soldier will be controlled with a brain chip!

Dangers of a brain chip



a ceasefire. This is how they’ve gotten away with what they have done! And they get the media propaganda push 
that the Israelis are killing innocent Palestinian women and children—something they use to gain support.

It’s no longer about a two-state solution living peacefully side by side! Hamas leaders said, “We don’t want to live 
NEXT to you, but INSTEAD of you.” i.e.,it’s not about the land but the utter destruction of the state of Israel.

 “Peace will come when the Arabs love their children more than they hate us Jews.” Golda Meir Prime Minister of Isra

Israel’s Defense of Their Land, parts 1 & 2 #1860 & 1861
Many university students are incapable or at least unwilling to even listen to
views they disagree with. Many young American students, who have been 
educated beyond their intelligence, defend Hamas terrorist attacks and 
support organizations that are dedicated to the annihilation of Israel. The 
Hamas attacks were the most extreme genocidal atrocities since the Nazi 
holocaust. Some examples include decapitation of toddlers, killing babies 
inside their mother, forcing parents to watch the torture and slaughter of 

their children. Rapes so violent that it fractured the victims pelvises. How can young Americans support any 
organization that’s so violent? How does a generation supposedly committed to tolerance and equality support 
torture, genocide and call for another holocaust?

There are no students groups committed to the destruction of Muslim nations!
The National Students for Justice in Palestine (what an oxymoron!) which has 230 chapters across America 
celebrated the gruesome killing as a historic victory for Palestine. Student protestors chant “KILL THE JEWS!” 
yet post signs in their dorm rooms that say, “Hate has no home here.” What hypocrisy! Those who scream “Gas 
the Jews!” have bumper stickers that say, “CO-EXIST!” That’s so ironic it’s humorous!

No one is marching in the streets chanting Death of Muslims.
The vast majority of students protesting haven't the slightest idea what they are doing. They have no idea who 
owns the land, nor that Palestine was never a nation and is not a nation today. Palestine is an Arab area like New 
England is an area in USA. Yet the so-called 'smart' university students are as dumb as dirt. There is a disturbing 
link between education and anti-Semitism. Our colleges and universities are breeding grounds for Jew-hatred. 
The students not uneducated. Just the opposite. They have been immersed in “diversity, equity and inclusion” and 
critical race theory. The protestors are actually protesting against civilization and supporting barbarianism.

The Biden Administration has an initiative for combating Islamophobia to protect Muslims while Jewish hate 
crimes have spike up 400%!

The public education system is responsible for this insanity!
“They are committed to the idea that the world is divided between the oppressed and the oppressors. Jews are   
oppressors and Palestinians are oppressed victims. The American Marxists are rooting for the so-called victims to
overthrow the oppressors. And that’s why the Marxists celebrate Hamas atrocities!”, says Sen. Ted Cruz

Historical facts are irrelevant!
If you say to one of these anti-Israel demonstrators, “The Jews were in the Holy Land hundreds of years before 
Islam even existed,” they don’t care. If you say, “The people who founded America are responsible for spreading 
more liberty and opportunity than any other system,” they will tell you the opposite - that it brings oppression, 
slavery and poverty to people of color and must be “fundamentally transformed.”  The problem is not a lack of 
education but a dangerous indoctrination.  

Pre-term babies were cut from their mother’s womb and then stabbed to death. Babies were baked to death in view
of their parents, who were then massacred. Women’s breasts were cut off. The manner of killing innocent civilians 
was varied and gruesome, but the message was clear. The majority of American youth, aged 18-24, say Hamas 
atrocities of Israeli civilians are ‘justified!’

If you ever wondered what the most terrifying results of 60 years of indoctrination by the Marxist educational 
system would look like, take a look at the number of youth who support the genocide of Jews.  The numbers are so 
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But just as computers can be “hacked” so your thoughts could be hacked. Someone could steal your identity or 
your banking information. Someone could plant thoughts into your mind that you think are yours and you 
wouldn’t even know it. Your thoughts could be controlled and your identity stolen. The ability to read the 
thoughts of people throughout the world is crucial for the coming anti-Christ to know who is really worshipping 
him and who isn’t. AI will be vital for the anti-Christ to know who he will allow to buy even food, get medical 
care, or have a bank account even drive a car, thus he can take total control of the world’s economy.  

Pastor Billy Crone, author of Klaus Schwab, The World Economic Forum and the Coming Mark of the Beast, says 
according to Revelation 13, the world’s economy will be controlled by one man the anti-Christ. Everyone in the 
world will be required to have the mark of the Beast to go to the hospital, buy insurance, buy gas, heat your home, 
get a loan or buy food and water to survive. This one man, the anti-Christ, who calls himself god, will require 
worship as God. The world is being set up for pervasive government control through AI and Digital Currency that
will replace cash. Klaus Schwab is assembling the infrastructure for the anti-Christ. When everyone has a brain 
chip and is connected to the Internet, the anti-Christ will control the world’s population.  

As it was in the days of Noah
God destroyed life on earth with the great flood of Noah’s day because mankind had become so evil that it 
grieved God. What’s planned by evil men today could also grieve our Lord so much that He could bring the Great 
Tribulation on this rebellious planet! But we won’t be here, but we will be RAPTURED up and out by our 
gracious Lord before the Great Tribulation! Noah and his family were floated up in their Ark above the waters of 
judgment as a type of RAPTURE!  This is not the time to be fearful but faithful as the time of the end nears.  

We are not looking for the anti-Christ but Jesus Christ. 
Jesus said, “As it was in the days of Noah, so it will be at the coming of the Son of Man. For in the days before 
the flood, people were eating and drinking, marrying and giving in marriage, up to the day Noah entered the ark; 
and they knew nothing about what would happen until the flood came and took them all away. That is how it will 
be at the coming of the Son of Man. Two men will be in the field; one will be taken and the other left.” Mt 24:37-40

The RAPTURE will take place in peaceful times like today. 
Today is similar to the days of Noah as people are eating, drinking and marrying. It was a peaceful time in Noah’s 
day as it is now. The RAPTURE will be like the days before the great worldwide flood. The rapture will NOT be 
at the end of the Great Tribulation when people were hunted down and running for their lives. The Great 
Tribulation will be a time of tremendous catastrophes, destruction and death. It will be anything but peaceful. At 
the end of the Great Tribulation, the earth will be a smoldering ruin, that’s when Jesus establishes the Millennium! 

There is no Biblical or logical reason for us to experience God’s wrath.
God took the punishment for our sins at the cross of Christ. He won’t punish us again in the Great Tribulation but 
rapture us out before the He punishes unbelievers! The mercy of the Lord never ceases. It wasn’t until Lot and his 
family left Sodom that His judgment came. There is a Biblical pattern to rescue of His beloved before judgment. 

Jesus said, “When these things begin to take place, stand up, lift up your heads, because your redemption is 
drawing near.”Lk 21:28 What things? We are living at a time when we can see how the mark of the Beast system is 
becoming a reality. This means we can get excited about being RAPTURED, because we won’t be here when the 
Great Tribulation and the tyranny of the anti-Christ comes to power. BRAIN CHIPS & THE 4TH REICH, part 1

Hitler’s disciple was Schwab’s dad - Schwab’s disciple is Biden! 
Cut of Klaus Schwab praising Joe Biden for being his best disciple and attending 
the World Economic Forum for decades. Cut of Joe Biden responding and 
praising Klaus Schwab.  So if you wonder what’s behind the Biden 
Administration’s destruction of our nation by shutting down oil drilling on federal 
lands, opening the border to 8 million illegals (which is more than the population 
of 38 states), spending trillions in non-wartime spending, squandering our nation’s 
wealth, it’s to us submit to the One World Great Reset. BRAIN CHIPS & THE 4TH REICH

Some people think Biden’s brain has already been chipped. 
Joe Biden is not the B-I-D-E-N, described as the Bumbling Imbecile Destroying 

Entire Nation. No, Biden knows exactly what he is deliberately doing. Biden signed Executive order 14067, 
Environmental Justice, which paves the way for the right crisis to switch from dollars to Digital Currency. We are 
just ONE crisis away from Biden declaring dollars are done, then it’s digital currency. BRAIN CHIPS & THE 4TH REICH

Klaus Schwab & Joe Biden



frightening that all decent people of conscience are in mortal danger. The Left and the Democrat Party are 
responsible. We have generations who believe genocide is an acceptable method to achieve their goals.

The enemy is not at the gates but here among us and being produced by our universities.
A shocking 51%  of young people saw in the news what Hamas did, and remember they live among us, in a 
supposedly an enlightened age, yet millions of young people believe it is justified to commit mass murder, rape, 
and corpse desecration against innocent civilians. Buy guns Americans and learn how to use them.  

“The fate of empires depends on the education of youth.” Aristotle

Fl Gov Ron DeSantis said, “When the blood wasn’t even dry on the Israeli’s who had been massacred, the 
protesters supported the killers!” He said he would cancel visas of those who support/march for terrorism. But so 
many protesters are not foreigners but home-grown supporters of the terrorists. 

What will it take to convince young people there really is EVIL in the world.
So, the Left fights made-up evils: American systemic racism, transphobia, capitalism, carbon emissions, sexism 
and former President Donald Trump, to name a few.

This is why young people know almost nothing about evil. The Left doesn’t want them to know about it.
Because knowledge of evil inevitably leads directly to rejection of the Left.

Just as General Ike Eisenhower had to convince the
unconvinced German civilians to see for themselves that
the Nazi concentration camps really existed, so he forced
them go see the atrocities in the camps. So too, some US
Senators have gone to Israel to talk with eye-witnesses
and family members who witnessed the atrocities like 
Katie Britt! She could hardly speak through her tears as
she said those people who saw children burned to death
or decapitated by Hamas was despicable and pure evil.
Katie Britt has values to know right from wrong, which
many young people don’t seem to have. The Left that controls our educational system has indoctrinated 
generations to actually believer there are no ABSOLUTES.  Biblical concepts of morality have been replaced years
ago with situation ethics. What’s right for one person may not be for anther. It’s all a matter of choice. Nothing is 
good or bad in itself.

Jeff Ballabon, who graduated from Yale Law School and is Senior Council for International Affairs with the 
ACLJ, interned at Israel’s Ministry of Justice, said, “With the massive world-wide anti-semitism we have entered a 
new era of violence that portends another holocaust.” Young Americans who are so biased they wave Palestinian 
flags instead of American flags have become enemies of our their own country.  American universities have 
raised generations who think like the vile, venomous insane Hamas terrorists!

“The heart is deceitful above all things, And desperately wicked” Jer 17;9
Radio host and Sebastian Gorka said, “Israel isn’t occupying Palestinian land. Israel was a nation thousands of 
years ago! Palestine has never been a nation. If people can justify the kidnapping and beheading of innocent 
little babies, they can justify anything evil. If people can justify horrendously atrocious things, it’s not hard to see
how they can justify doing terrible things to you - if you hold the wrong beliefs or are a Jew or Christian.”  

If you can't draw the distinction between people beheading babies and people attempting to protect babies, you 
have ulterior motives or you are not sane! Children were burned alive. Their little bodies had no bullet holes only 
blacked flesh. Burned ALIVE! Some were baked to death in ovens. If you don’t see that as evil, you are evil.

Pastor Billy Crone, author of The Final Countdown, said the God who owns everything gave the land to Abraham
and his descendants way before Islam existed. God said in His Word that he would bring his scattered people back 
into their homeland. And God did just that when Israel became a nation in a day, May 14th, 1948 when the United 
Nations gave ISRAEL the land. The Arabs were duped by Muslims into thinking that they will get all the land after
the surrounding Arab nations annihilated Israel! They would get to take over the homes of the Jews. But surprise! 
It backfired. The Israeli’s won and the Arabs lost. So that left those Arabs who had left the land to go outside Israel
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Cash will be eliminated and replaced by a digital currency, digital dollar or Biden Bucks so that the government 
knows all your transactions no matter how big or small. Your purchases are recorded, traced and taxed through AI 
to control every aspect of your life and every dollar you spend. If you speak out against the government, your 
digital currency, bank account or retirement account, especially Social Security and Medicare, could be frozen or 
totally taken by the government. You will not be able to buy whatever you want without government permission.

Government is using digital 'yellow stars' to track parishioners with geofencing
Calvary Church of Santa Clara County did not close during the pandemic and is fighting against the $1.2 million in 
fines that the county assessed them for staying open. Using a method known as geo-fencing, worshippers at the 
church have been tracked using their cell phones, when they go to church. The county has conspired with tech 
companies to track every parishioner. This is terrifyingly similar to what Jews experienced in Nazi Germany when 
they were mandated to wear yellow stars embroidered on their clothing so the Nazis could easily identify them.

GEO-FENCING
The government is using GEO-FENCING to limit and track your travel and purchases no further than 15 minutes 
from your house.  So if you try to go past your Geo-fence, the government is alerted and your digital money could 
be shut off! It’s a DIGITAL CONCENTRATION CAMP! The government will know exactly how much digital 
currency is in your account, and they can put a ‘time-stamp’ on that money, so that if it’s not spent according 
government regulations, that money is GONE! Your nest egg disappears, so you have no savings. 

China has over 650 million cameras that monitor every movement of every Chinese citizen
Klaus Schwab admits that China is the next world superpower and is the model for the world to control the 
populace. Chinese citizens are constantly monitored through surveillance cameras, facial recognition, even 
recognizing you by gait. They will restrict free movement, even outside your assigned neighborhood. There will 
be fines for breaking the rules, punishment for those who don’t submit to their communist government. But those 
Chinese people who turn others in for violations are rewarded! This is what Biden plans for America to control 
Americans! China has over 650 million cameras that monitor every movement of every Chinese citizen.

Private property will vanish by 2030
Klaus Schwab’s now-famous quote: "You'll own nothing and you'll be happy about it." He insists that private 
property and privacy will vanish by 2030. In other words, you will be living in a relatively attractive prison where
food, movement, and comfort will be prescribed and controlled. They will make all these decisions for you.  

, part 1, 1852, p
The Democrat strategy to win the next election is to put the top Republican candidate in prison. This will end 
free elections and the basis of our Constitutional Republic. Victor Davis Hanson, author of The Dying Citizen, 
says, ”For the first time in history President Biden is prosecuting President Trump for election interference, while 
the Democrats, ironically, are interfering with the upcoming election by prosecuting Trump. Trump’s indictments 
are lightweight compared with Biden’s bribery and treason clearly spelled out in the Constitution. The Marxist 
Left has pushed too far and awakened a sleeping giant. It is treason as surely as if they were an invading army.

“An evil man will burn his own nation to the ground to rule over the ashes.” Sun Tzu

Democrats are prosecuting Donald Trump for election interference in 2020 while they’re interfering in the 2024 
election in way that has never happened in American history! This is what Marxists do to take over a country.

, part 2, 1853, p
How did America go from being independent to being in debt over $30 trillion dollars, invaded by over 8 million 
illegals, going from a net exporter of energy to energy dependent on other nations. Is the current leadership in 
Washington just weak and confused or radical and Marxist? Victor Davis Hanson, author of The Dying Citizen –
How Progressive Elites and Globalism are Destroying the Idea of America, tells how President Trump made 
America oil independent, reduced the price of oil crushing Russia’s economy and halted their invasion aspirations. 

The Democrat’s INSANE hatred rages on against Trump and all conservatives!
The Democrats single purpose in governing is to prevent Trump from running ever again. Liberals gleefully
celebrated the arrests of President Donald Trump, Rudy Giuliani, “America’s Mayor,” and Trump’s attorneys in 
Georgia. This is the culmination of their dream to transform America by misusing power entrusted to them by 
voters. Their arrest is for state RICO crimes, i.e. with racketeering crimes, for simply contesting the 2020 
election. Asked whether they still believed the 2020 election was stolen, they all believed it was “absolutely 
stolen. Without question.” These prominent leaders have been arrested for the crimes of expressing their 



without a country. The surrounding nations would not allow the Arabs assimilate into their countries. Notice how 
massive all the Arab lands are and how tiny Israel is. It’s not about the land. It’s a religious war and the 
Palestinians are political pawns. 

MONSTROUS: UN Security Council Refuses to Condemn Hamas War Crimes Against Israel
Some of the slaughtered children were grandsons of holocaust survivors. The horrible irony of all this is the UN 
was founded over seventy years ago in the wake of the Holocaust to ensure “never again.” Instead the UN has 
made it its mission to destroy the Jewish state and work furiously to make it happen again. It has become the very 
thing it was founded to defeat. It’s a Satanic, sinister obsession to destroy Israel!  
Unarmed women and children was the goal. These sub-human barbarians dismembered babies in front of their 
parents before killing the parents. They not only killed citizens, but dismembered them. Supporters of Palestinians 
say it’s just Israeli propaganda. No. It was the terrorists themselves that recorded their atrocities on cell phones, 
bragging about their heinous crimes in the name of their god "allah," who is Satan.

Imagine being a family member and seeing a young, stripped, contorted dead body in the back of a pickup truck 
with these terrorists', her legs propped up on it, and upon a closer look, it's your daughter. Vitrually every woman,
even 80 year-old women, and every little girl were raped. Some raped then killed, others killed then raped.

If Arabs put down their guns, there will be no war. If Israel puts down their guns, there will be no more Israel.
 The Courage To Leave Hamas #1862

An American woman visiting Israel came face-to-face with the demonic Hamas terrorists, yet miraculously she 
escaped certain death! She escaped the monstrous terrorists who chased her into her bomb shelter. But they threw 
two grenades into the shelter she was hiding in. Her uncle stepped in front of her to take the shrapnel for her.  
He gave his life so that she could live. 

Many people, especially soldiers, died so others could live. But no one else has, or could have, taken upon himself 
the sins of the whole world. No one else has been, or could have been, so utterly repulsed at the prospect of taking 
another person’s sins, let alone the sins of the whole world, except Jesus. You can’t die for your own sins let alone 
someone else’s, yet Jesus died for YOUR sins and the whole world’s. Jesus said, 

“Greater love has no one than this, that he lay down his life for his friends.”
She describes the horror of seeing flesh, brains, eyes and blood splattered on the walls. The gas from the grenades 
was thick deadly and toxic. It was a miracle she lived. She said she heard an innocent Muslim man pleading for his
life, “Please don’t shoot me. I am a Muslim too.” But it didn’t matter who you were or what country you were 
from they shot him anyway.”

The son of a founder of Hamas, Mosab Yousef, was indoctrinated into Islam early in life, but he gave up his 
power, position and even gave up being Islamic for his freedom! His autobiography is Son of Hamas. He says, 
“The Palestinian people have been hijacked by Hamas. The problem is not with the Muslim people but with their 
archaic 6th and 7th century religion of Islam. Protesters are misinformed to protest Israel! Israel overcame the 
holocaust and instead of blaming others for their suffering, they were able to build a democratic nation benefiting 
the world with technology and medical inventions to help and heal humanity not kill them like Islamic nations 
do. Israel has atomic weapons that could destroy cities, yet Israel protects civilians while Hamas targets them.” 

Mosab Yousef  said he saw a mother of 5 sons send all 5 of them to die in Jihad. He said, “She put the explosive 
vests on each one and blessed them and sent them out to kill Jews and die for Allah. This barbaric Islamic religion 
of violence and conquest is stuck in the 7th century. Islam is against civilization. Their mission in LIFE is DEATH!
The civilized world must come against Islam as it did against Nazism.” The Courage To Leave Hamas #1862 

          Palestinian Terrorist Comes to Christ #1857
With the huge influx of illegals from our southern border, which Biden keeps wide open, some are Muslim 
terrorists! Kamal Saleem was a Muslim terrorist who came to recruit students into Jihad, but through a life 
threatening car accident, he turned to Christ, and Christ appeared to him and healed him. How could anything 
other than an authentic experience with the Risen Christ explain the complete transformation of the hardened mind
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opinions about the 2020 election. This only happens in dictatorial nations where the elections are always 
corrupt and it is against the law to question the regime in power. This has never happened in our history, but these 
fellow Americans are now facing ruin and serious jail time for expressing their opinions. Trump has already 
spent over $60 million dollars of his own money in lawyer’s fees. MARXISM IN AMERICA, part 2, 1853

Democrats have tried to impeach every Republican President since Eisenhower.
Just think about that for a moment.

President Trump and his lawyers are being prosecuted by the Marxist regime, that is the Democrat party which 
sends a clear message that they will use the criminal justice system to punish anyone who dares to resist their 
neo-Marxist takeover of America. These Marxists are determined to destroy, not just President Trump, but also 
our whole election process and our Constitutional government. By prosecuting Donald Trump for election 
interference, they are in fact, interfering in way that has never happened in American history with the 2024 
election. They are going after the leading candidate and trying to put him in prison to intentionally undermine the 
upcoming election thus ending our free election system. There is no historical precedent in American history for 
this Marxist takeover. MARXISM IN AMERICA #1852 & #1853

This shifts our government from a Constitutional Republic to a tyrannical regime like communist nations.
! Gary Bauer wrote, “I was literally physically sick watching what the neo-Marxist Left arrest Donald Trump

and, by extension, all of us. Trump fought the left harder than any president in modern memory, and that’s
why the neo-Marxist left is so determined to crush him.

! Harvey Silverglate, a Harvard Law grad and criminal defense attorney and no supporter of Trump, said:
I am appalled that the Department of Justice, under a Democratic administration, and what they have done to
the leading Republican candidate! Common sense would have waited until after the election. If Biden had any
common sense, he would have just said he was not running for a second term instead of this attempt to kind of
fix the election for Biden. It is appalling in every single way.”

This is the first time a former U.S. president has been booked in jailed!
The Marxist Left thought Trump’s mug shot when he was arrested would be a win for them, 
but it gave Trump the image of a courageous man who is bravely standing up to forces of evil
that are going after him. He doesn’t look as though he’s afraid or anxious but determined. His 
enemies are our enemies and the enemies of our freedom. With his head down, his eyes 
glaring, he looks like a charging bull, not intimidated or scared.

Our Fundamentally Transformed Country
Imagine that you live in a country;

" where the government censors the news and sabotages opposing candidates.
" where religious activists are prosecuted and where churches were under government surveillance.
" where the President does whatever he wants, just by the stroke of his pen, without any legal authorization.

Is it the old Soviet Union, communist China, or Marxist Venezuela? No! None of those totalitarian regimes. But 
the country we live in today – Joe Biden’s neo-Marxist, ‘transformed’ America.

America on the Brink of $1 TRILLION a Year in Interest Payments alone!
This is the greatest fiscal plunder, the most unimaginable squandering of wealth, for any nation on their way to 
destruction.  Interest rates are at the highest levels in decades and likely to go up further, with the net interest on 
the debt escalating rapidly to hit an unsustainable and crippling $1 trillion in interest alone in fiscal 2025. “The 
federal government borrowed $2 trillion over the past 12 months. That’s $63,000 per second. It’s delusional to 
think our debt doesn’t matter when America’s working class suffers the consequences.” AZ Rep David Scheike Spending 
is at such a psychotic levels with a national debt of more than $32 Trillion that it can NEVER be paid off! That
debt rises every second to pay the interest on this debt and will lead to unsustainable inflation and bankruptcy.

Decline in Patriotism
According to the latest Gallup survey, only 18% of young adults (18 to 34) say they are extremely proud to be 
Americans. 60% of Republicans are extremely proud to be Americans compared to just 29% of Democrats.
If Gallup asked why, many would have reflected left-wing sentiments absorbed from years of neo-Marxist 
indoctrination in our public schools. Their responses would be like this:
“America is an evil, systemically racist country.” “America was built on slavery and genocide.” “America was 
never great.” “America represents oppressive patriarchy and exploitative capitalism.”



of this Muslim terrorist?  Kamal is a fearless and zealous Christian who goes into Mosques to convert Muslims to 
Christ. Kamal Saleem comes face to face with Imams to confront them about Christ.

The Last Hour #1859
Why do evil people prosper but the righteous suffer? Jesus said he is coming to take his followers to be where he 
is. He is coming down, and we are going up. This is the rapture. But when will the rapture of His church occur? 
Prophecy expert Amir Tsarfati, author of The Last Hour, says the rapture rescues us from God’s Great Tribulation,
while Christ’s second coming ends the Great Tribulation and begins the Millennium. Christ’s second coming is not
FOR the Church, but WITH the church. The dynamic preacher, Amir Tsarfati, says the Biblical pattern is God 
rescuing the righteous and judging the unrighteous! 

Classic Christian Composers #1863

Christmas would not be Christmas without Christmas music.  It’s ironic that public schools censor out any music 
that mentions Jesus as Lord, yet the greatest musicians were Christians. Mozart, Beethoven, Bach, Handel… were 
born again Christians who loved our Lord.  Dr Patrick Kavenaugh, author of Devotions from the World of Music, 
and Raising Musical Kids, gives some fascinating details into the lives of the world’s greatest composers and some
great ideas of how to help your child develop a love for good music. 

 Honoring Veterans #1858
On the Korean Memorial are these words, “Freedom is not free!” Think of the high price paid by our brave 

veterans. Many gave their tomorrows for our todays. This Veteran’s Day 
inspirational program features a captivating account by Korean veteran Ed Reeves, 
who fought for his life in minus 30 to 40 degree temperatures. It was so cold, the 
bullet holes in his body froze shut and kept him from bleeding to death.  Even after 
almost all the others were killed, Ed Reeves clung to his faith and Bible, and fought
on despite his life-threatening wounds without ammunition.  This miraculous 
account is spell binding.

When God Became a Man #1864
The greatest event in all history was that the Creator of the universe became a baby, 

the man Jesus. It’s amazing that the God who created everything came to earth as a single cell, says famed actor 
Bruce Marchiano. Pastor Francis Chan, author of Crazy Love, gives an impassioned Christmas message 
exclaiming how God emptied himself and left heaven to become a man! If you want to know what God is like, 
look at Jesus! Jesus shows that God isn’t angry but loving, patient and kind.

Christ’s exit from the earth wasn’t calm nor peaceful, but was filled with the most severe outward torture and inner
agony. What Jesus felt while dying on he cross was the total agony of every soul in hell for all eternity put 
together, suffered in a few hours. What Christ endured will take an eternity for unrepentant sinners to continue to 
endure forever! Jesus took the punishment for all the sin of all time for those who trust in Him! He was guilty of 
no sin, yet He suffered for all sin.  What motivated Him to give His life? Love! Solely on the basis of His own 
love Jesus died.“Greater love has no one than this, that he lay down his life for his friends.” Jn 15:13  

Flight to Heaven #1865
Is heaven a real, literal place or just an ethereal, vague concept? What happens after you die? Captain Dale Black, 
author of A Pilot’s True Story - Flight to Heaven, A Plane Crash, A Lone Survivor, A Journey to Heaven and Back, 
vividly describes his horrific plane crash and his wondrous experience in an incredibly awesome place -Heaven.  
Dale Black describes Heaven’s music and the brilliant colors in grass, flowers, and water. But what impressed him 
was God’s love, filling all of heaven. Dale Black’s story is life changing. 

Indicators your health care plan has changed: 
! Directions to your doctor's office include "Take a left when you enter the trailer park."
! The tongue depressors taste faintly of Fudgesicles.
! The only item listed under Preventative Care Coverage is "an apple a day."
! Your primary care physician is wearing the pants you gave to Goodwill last month.

In Christ’s Love, 
Bob & Geri Boyd 
Hosts/producers Issues in Education, President NACE  
www.issuesineducation.org 

Original oil by Bob Boyd
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The Democrat Party, in just a few years, has destroyed the integrity of the Executive Branch, 
the Department of Justice, the FBI, the Secret Service, the Internal Revenue Service, the 
Defense Department, and is working hard to destroy the Judicial Branch. Half of the 
Legislative Branch looks to be populated by patients of a halfway house. The Democrats
have eroded patriotism to where the 'rainbow flag' replaces the American flag.

Teachers’ union goes full Marxist.
The Colorado teachers union passed a resolution declaring that capitalism 'inherently 

exploits children! The president of the National Education Association declared, “Education must be about racial
justice and climate justice.” Racial justice, social justice and climate justice are all buzzwords for socialism.

We face an army of traitors, domestic enemies working behind the scenes to divide our country and freedom and 
sovereignty! A lot of Americans are confused. They think it is just politics. It is not just politics. The Left is 
planning to deliver The United States to the New World Order in the next few years and they are on schedule.
They have taken over the Executive Branch, the Justice Department, certainly the FBI. Half of the Senate and half 
of the House. Almost the entire school system is teaching values contrary to our culture and religion

People don't like seeing their children being propagandized in public school to accept homosexuality as a normal!
They don't like teachers telling them that they may be of a different gender and will help them make the 
transition. Parents are finding that their kids are not being educated, while we get the bill in outrageous taxes.

, parts 1 & 2 #1850 & #1851, p
The ancient pagan gods are demonic spirits working behind events today to transform our culture as they did in 
Ancient Israel! Jonathan Cahn, best selling author of The Return of the Gods, says, behind abortion and the crazy 
events we see today are the gods of ancient cultures that were cast out by the gospel but have come back with a 
vengeance into our culture. Cahn writes, “The pagan gods of the ancient world were actually joined to demons.”
Baal, the chief god, focuses on children! Without the Word of God being taught to safeguard children against 
false gods, the door to pagan gods has come in unhindered. 

The pagan gods have come back in disguise to dwell in our institutions, in government and in our schools and 
universities. They instruct school children and convince rational people into irrational beliefs. Like a boy can 
become a girl and men can get pregnant! The goal of the gods is to destroy America as it did Israel. Ishtar, 
has a special interest in children – destroying them. 

Molech was the demonic spirit associated with the darkest of sins - child sacrifice! The children were put into the 
red-hot hands of the god Cronus so they would roll down and fall into a pit of burning fire to be burned alive. So 
too, the children of our culture have been sacrificed to the god of convenience in abortion.

What’s the Hope
The Apostle Paul cast demons out of possessed people, as did the disciples so that the gospel was spread around 
the world. That led to the GREATEST mass exorcism in history. The Word of God cast out demonic influences 
and set people free from these ancient gods. We have the power of the Risen Jesus Christ who cast out darkness to 
set the captives free. The real God is the antidote to the phony pagan spirits. We need to educate our own church 
children with a Biblical worldview. They need to be rescued from the pagan public schools. As Martin Luther 
said, "I am much afraid that schools will prove to be the great gates of hell unless they diligently labor in 
explaining the holy scriptures engraving them in the hearts of the youth."  Public schools have become the gates 
of hell to the 90% of Christian children who lose their faith because of them!

part 1 1844part 1 184

America has the largest number of Christian colleges, churches, Christian media and resources in the world. Yet 
with all these resources, why is America becoming less Christian? Christians pray for revival but put 90% of 
Christian kids in schools of atheism. Ken Ham, founder of Answers in Genesis and the Ark Encounter, and the 
author of The Answers books, says older generations had an Acts 2 basic understanding of Christianity. But the 
younger generations are like the Greeks in Acts 17 who had no understanding of God, sin or the Bible. We need 
revival, but how can God bring revival without reformation?


